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 Introduction to Appreciative Inquiry (AI)  

9.30 – 4.30 Thursday & Friday      9th & 10th Sept 2021 
VENUE - CCPE Beauchamp Lodge, 2 Warwick Crescent, London W2 6NE  

 

Are you passionate about getting the best out of yourself and others? 

Ready and willing to think differently and pose new questions ? 

 

All leadership is appreciative leadership.....the capacity to see the best in the world around us, in our 

colleagues, and in the groups we are trying to lead. It’s the capacity to see the most creative and 

improbable opportunities in the marketplace. It’s the capacity to see with an appreciative eye the 

true and the good, the better and the possible – David Cooperrider 

  

This course covers the philosophy which underpins Appreciative inquiry (AI), the framework 
for applying it, and the value of working from strengths & assets. It offers tools to lift 
people’s mood, to build connections, and to creatively imagine a better future.   
 It is experiential, interactive and fun - reflective and deeply practical. 
 
Instead of focusing on problems or what is wrong, you are invited to ask what is working, to 
amplify successes, and focus your “appreciative lens”.  AI is a unique positive development 
tool supporting change, resilience and creativity.    The course draws on new 
learning/research in Positive Psychology, and includes appreciative approaches to 
Supervision. 
 

Cost- £360 pp - including Taste of AI   & Reflections We have trained over 2000 people in 
the last 10 years in organisations & communities, and have  many examples of application. 
This is an opportunity for individuals to attend one of our courses and to learn about our UK 
case studies.      Maximum of 16 places.              

To book and pay please contact suzanne@appreciatingpeople.co.uk or 07940 726067                   

Early bird price £330 - till August 8th 

In this opportunity to create new versions of the truth and see new opportunities we can maximise our own 
and others’ potential. We can create space for us to grow into our best selves. –feedback from a previous course 
participant, read her full blog  
 

Examples of practice  appreciatingpeople.co.uk/ai-essentials/appreciating-church/ 

www.appreciatingpeople.co.uk/learning-excellence-works-wins-patient-safety-award/    

This course is part of a certificated AI programme through the International Academy for Appreciative Inquiry (IAAI).               

Participants are eligible to continue with module 2 on-line.    

Thanks to CSTD London (Centre for Supervision and Team Development)  for hosting – CPD certificate included 
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